the Scottish press matured, so too did the marketing material it contained. According to Hamish
Mathison, between 1720 and 1780, Scottish newspaper advertisements became more numerous, frequent and sophisticated. The products offered in them became more varied, more often targeted at consumers rather than tradesmen, and advertising language and techniques evolved, utilizing tricks such as the faux open-letters to engage the reader's attention. As their importance grew, they crept from the back page further inward, eventually finding their place on the front. Furthermore, the advertisements were not just a supplementary source of income. They were in many respects the key to a paper's success. Advertisements, especially those directed at consumers, attracted readers to a paper, increasing its circulation, and the higher circulation numbers attracted the more advertisers willing to pay for space, the cycle spiralling, hopefully, to financial success. 2 However, in the thirty year period between 1800 and 1830, Scottish papers were particularly scarce of emigrant-focused advertising. There were none of the notices for settlement supplies and few for the guidebooks that Harper found in the Aberdeen journals in later decades. Nor was there more than a handful of notices for foreign land or employment. These were just emerging in the 1820s, near the end of our period. Yet, Scots were emigrating, and private enterprise was not as apathetic as it may first appear. There was in fact one aspect of the emigration trade that was alive and well at the turn of the 19 th century-emigrant passage. By examining the evolution of these advertisements, so numerous and focused in the rural Border market, this study hopes to discover the relationship between supply and demand in this burgeoning trade. But we cannot study these advertisements in a vacuum. First, we must take a brief look at the papers that carried them. 
Scottish Newspapers
In his 2006 introduction to a special issue of Journalism Studies on the provincial press, Andrew
Walker laments that the historiography of early modern British papers relies far too heavily on a
London-centric point of view, and that even newer works depend upon this 1960s groundwork.
Despite this qualified criticism of newer works, the amount of scholarly research about the English provincial press is actually quite staggering, though the obligatory discussion scissor-and-paste journalism can make reading several in succession quite tedious. In terms of this study, however, the problem appears not to be that the historiography is London-centric, but rather England-centric, at least in terms of the late-eighteenth and early nineteenth century. Fortunately, local histories from the Borders, as well as biographies of the editors, have shed considerable light on the subject and allowed this study to place the source material in a more concrete landscape. Furthermore, the foundation, style, and management of the English provincial presses seems to reconcile with that of the Scottish presses discussed here, and therefore the historiography has in most cases transferred neatly. 4 It is hoped, however, that this subject will merit further attention in the future.
3 A. Walker, op cit. 4 The similarities between the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century presses was also recognized in Mathison, op cit. Because of the focus of this discussion is the period 1770-1830, and because most of the literature on English periodical suggests that a fundamental change in British journalism took place in the the 1820s and 1830s, but The Mail and The Advertiser boasted the longest runs of the early nineteenth century. Courier, a man named M'Diarmid. The discussions engaged in and the sentiments expressed by both men were so similar that it is unlikely readers noticed any discontinuity in the handoff.
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Because the backgrounds of the early southern papers are so varied, the study is particularly blessed. Not only do the papers covers the entire period studied, their readership covers the entire geographic area and much of the socio-economic spectrum. The advertisements displayed in these 6 For further details on the Kelso papers, see R. papers were likely to reach a broad and representative base of Border Scots, either by subscription, reading room, or by word of mouth and communal reading. Furthermore, Barker argues that these provincial newspapers were able to command the loyalty of readers over larger ones in London, Edinburgh and Glasgow because readers based their subscription upon which town they most closely identified with economically and geographically, making these papers useful for gauging local demands. 9 These advertisements will therefore help illuminate the changing tastes, needs, and demands for emigrant passage in the rural Borders and southwest regions of Scotland.
Anatomy of an Advertisement
Considered as a whole, the remarkable thing about the passage adverts between 1800 and 1830 is not their variety, though creativity was not lacking, but rather their curiously strict conformity. In the four regional newspapers which we shall discuss here, The Courier, Advertiser, Mail, and Journal, the editors all employed the same format to their passage adverts. 10 This is curious because, first, the adverts for land, consumer goods and employment never followed such a strict pattern, even within a single issue, and second, those purchasing the advertisement space varied considerably in location, purpose, and financial standing. Yet, with only minor differences, advertisements of this sort were presenting in much the same way in Harper's Aberdonian papers. Clearly, it was a formula that worked.
This pattern is an enormous benefit to the historian and, most likely, to the original readership.
Because of their consistent uniformity, they are easily spotted on the often cluttered advertisement pages and information such as destination, location and agent, are formulaically displayed, simplifying data analysis considerably. In every issue of all four periodicals, the reader, contemporary 9 Barker, op cit. pp.134. 10 The British Gazette lacked enough surviving issues to show any patterns in their advertisements, especially considering its run ceased before the significant push of 1816-1822.
or modern, can easily scan the various options available, and compare and contrast with their particular needs.
The downside of using advertisements, especially such brief and uniform ones, is that the data they provide can become trivial and unrepresentative of the social trends they are meant to illustrate.
Their use hides from view those providers who relied on word-of-mouth or other means of advertising to attract clients, thus limiting our ability to gauge the effectiveness of the various advertising techniques of which we have record. It also focuses our attention on data that in some ways is highly generic and perhaps only supplemental to outside information. Nonetheless, Stephen
Lovell, in his discussion of Marriage Adverts, offers two counterarguments that apply as well as here as they do is his own study. First, though newspaper adverts can be unrepresentative of the entire marketplace, all other means obtaining this data are equally unrepresentative, relying on the preservation of personal records such as diaries, accounts book, memoirs and letters, which are piecemeal at best and often biased toward the middle and upper classes. Second, the advantage that lies in these adverts, as opposed to relying on editorial pieces is that despite their uniformity of structure they were at least partially written by individuals independent of the editorial staff and various traits particular to individual brokers and ship-owners do become apparent upon close inspection.
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In order to better proceed with this study, a sketch must first be drawn of the archetypal passage advertisement to provide a constant point of reference. The regularity of the format throughout the period assures that our sketch will bear at least general resemblance to all the adverts which will be discussed. A passage advertisement contains six basic, The Image -A small engraving of a sailing vessel, which appeared in most of the advertisements with some exception toward the beginning or end of the period. A single engraving was used for notices regardless of the advertiser.
The Headline -The headline of the advert fell into two overlapping categories. Always in capitals and generally bolded or italicized, it was framed either 'For Passengers to [a continent]' or as a listing of the ports of call, or both.
The Hard Facts -The first (or only) paragraph detailed the sailing port, the destination, the name of the ship usually along with its captain, and the intended date of sailing.
The Marketing -The second half of the advertisement usually included marketable details such as reputation, amenities, or cross advertisements with previous or forthcoming sailings.
The Agent -The advertisement closed with directions on where to obtain further information and the name and premises of the ship's agent.
The Date -The last piece of information was a tagline with the origin and date of composition of the advertisement. This is particularly important as it allows the reader to recognize re-advertisements as well as amendments and updates.
Yet, the standardization of these six components affords us more assistance than merely the quick identification of the quantifiable details. The relative size and content of these six sections often Advertiser and The Journal been included, the data would have been skewed significantly to the determent of historical enquiry. This is for two reasons. First, with a very few exceptions, neither the Advertiser nor the Journal carried any advertisements that were not identically and simultaneously carried by their regional rival. Second, the gross number of advertisements carried by these two papers was year to year less than their rivals, in some years significantly so. In general, only the largest concerns chose to advertise in both periodicals, and even they did so irregularly. 12 Therefore, their inclusion would present two problems. It would give the occasional and mistaken appearance that a wider variety of advertisements were available to the region than was actually the case. Also, because the number of regional journals is so small, the lightly-advertised periodicals would skew any numerical averages taken, vastly under representing the marketing material presented to these audiences.
Meeting the Rising Demand
Most works on Scottish emigration from any period will preface their discussion with the idea that the Scots, as a people, have always tended toward emigration. They note that it had been a strong Scotland and northern England to capture this valuable market. That they chose to advertise in local as well as national papers, and that they had local agents in inns and printers' officers, indicates that the supply was decentralized and the demand was high in rural areas and warranted the additional expenditure to capture this prospective market.
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Throughout the rest of the war years there were sporadic notices of passage, notably in The Advertiser and the Journal. These, however, were not for the type of commercial passage seen in later years from major ports such as London or Glasgow. Instead these ships, only a handful in number, sailed from Berwick and Dumfries to New Brunswick and the St Lawrence to purchase timber. Upon their return to Scotland, and having discharged their North American timber via advertisements earlier that winter, they offered to take on a few passengers, essentially as well- Furthermore, the Dumfries shipping companies continued to bring roughly 350 settlers to Canada every year through the teens and into the early '20s. According to the editor, most of those boarding the Dumfries vessels were from Dumfriesshire, though some had come over from English border towns in Cumbria. 21 Taking this into account, but also acknowledging that emigrants from the southwest also travelled to England, Glasgow or Dublin to obtain international passage, it is likely that at least 3000 Scots, near 2% of the regions population, emigrated from Dumfries and Galloway in the decade after Waterloo.
With such a demand, and with the government deciding not to repeat its assistance package the following year, it is little surprise that in the spring of 1816, private enterprise picked up the government's slack and provided private transport for those denied assistance. catered to this demand? As in the eighteenth century, and as it would be well into the midnineteenth century, the demand was most robustly met by ships primarily engaged in the North American timber trade. These merchants had enjoyed rather generous trade protection against Baltic competitors during the Napoleonic wars, but because of the high volume to value proportion of the timber, they needed a high-paying return cargo to make the trade viable. 22 Passengers to the North American colonies were ideal for a variety of reasons. First, and most obviously, the merchants were going to North America regardless. Second, because of the relatively open cargo space needed to accommodate the timber, these ships were easily converted into passenger accommodation. They needed only to lay down beams at about five-and-a-half feet below the upper deck to create a lower deck in which they could lay two tiers of wooden berths along each side and possibly one down the middle. On a 400-ton vessel, this gave 200 passengers a very modest personal space of just six feet by six feet with no portholes or ventilation except the hatchways, which would be closed during rough weather. Nonetheless, the ships often received independent praise for their comfort. For such an easy conversion, and even at competitive fares, these emigrants represented a windfall profit to the timber traders, but, Harper contends, 'Passengers were seen as a bonus, rather than the sole justification for providing a vessel.'
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Marketing
Nonetheless, the ship owners were not simply passive recipients of government leftovers; a policy of active marketing and sometimes aggressive competition had begun to emerge. The notices from the initial post-war boom are very different from those in the previous decade. In addition to the vital information of ship name, captain, and sailing port, more marketable details began to appear. Here the advertiser attempted to establish not only that his client had comfortable accommodation, but also experience in the passenger trade, thus making him superior to others bidding for the readers' attention. Different providers also began to compete by making direct reference to their rivals; Allan twice had to defend the Leith passage against ship owners from Workington who had declared it 'dangerous'. He noted spitefully 'that there can be no motive in making such Courier was so numerous that the editor opted to use to several different ship engravings in an attempt to break up the monotony of the front page.
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The universal use of such techniques shows a growing understanding of the need to appeal to customers' needs and consumer sensibilities. On the other hand, though the length and details of these advertisements grew significantly in the early decades of the century, they were still short and direct compared to those seen in Victorian Scotland. While contemporaneous products such as patent medicines and poetry collections used sophisticated techniques such as the full testimonial letter in their newspaper advertisements, this was not a feature of passage advertisements until a generation later. 28 Because of the nature of passengers to these ship owners, high-paying ballast to their regular trade, this aspect of marketing had not yet fully evolved. Nonetheless, the clear difference between the advertisements of the eighteen-teens and a decade earlier shows that while emigrants may have been a bonus, they were a bonus worth fighting for.
In addition to more aggressive marketing, the ship owners began to allow more time for passengers to obtain information and passage. Rather than a single advert a fortnight before departure, the eastern Borders' papers averaged four adverts over as many weeks, the first usually being nearly a month before departure. In Dumfries they usually appeared for two or three weekly advertisements, although some had as many as six or seven, and the first usually appeared about twenty days before departure. Some advertised even further in advance: a Lothian agent gave notice that ships would sail from Leith for North America every 14 days in the summer of 1818, Dumfries advertisements reassured intending migrants that had missed their last ship that another would sail shortly, and a Kirkcudbright shipping company informed readers that it would arrive the next month, remain in port for a fortnight, and then continue on to America. Of course, 'passengers intending for North America' did not necessarily need the ship owners to inform them when passage would be available. In the post-war period, ships were advertised and sailed at regular times each year with advertisements usually beginning in late winter and continuing through the spring. Ships then departed in spring or early summer with April being by far the most popular month (see Figure 3 and Figure 4) . The most aggressive advertiser in The Courier tried to take full advantage of the 'spirit of emigration' in 1817 and 1818 by rushing back for a second emigrant run in late summer. This timescale was employed by most of the timber-emigrant ships throughout the first half of the century, and coincided with the advice given in most guidebooks.
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Prospective emigrants could therefore make their plans well in advance of the sailing season and contemplate the various opportunities each spring. It was to some extent, therefore, a matter of whose ship had the best reputation, location or fare, rather than the most convenient timetable.
Port of Departure
In fact, location, from which harbour it set sail, is particularly important in reflecting the relationship between supply and demand. From the numerous published studies on Scottish emigration, this study may take for granted that a sizable number of Border Scots immigrated to North America, Australia, and Africa throughout the period studied here. 31 33 Ideally, a combination of these two sources might shed significant light on matters, but such a study is unlikely because of the difficulty in matching individual emigrants. Passage advertisements therefore offer some much needed assistance. These papers often had a numerically wide readership within their own territory, but unlike larger London, Glasgow or Edinburgh papers were not directed at a national audience. Their advertisements instead often reflect an attempt to reach a very particular audience, in this case rural Border Scots and northern Englishmen, by addressing local enquiries directly. 34 The papers attempted to market to a fairly wide area, including news not only from nearby Scottish, but also English counties across the border. Their area of influence, apparent from their news stories and the signatures of letters to the editors, seemed to stretch from the central belt of Scotland to the northern English counties of Northumberland and Cumbria. Longitudinally, however, even upon first inspection the patterns of port of departure point to a division along east-west lines. As mentioned above, The Advertiser rarely produced any advertisements that were not simultaneously in The Mail, the same being true of The Journal and Courier. This is noteworthy in itself. Considering the disparate editorship of the Advertiser and Mail, and to a lesser extent between the Courier and Journal, the similarity of advertising suggests that the port of departure was determined more by geography than personal or business relationships between the editor and agent.
In the east, local ports were not favoured. Between 1809 and 1811, the Advertiser had offered two annual advertisements for direct passage from Berwick to Canada aboard returning timber ships. By the end of the war, however, these ships disappeared from the scene. In their place The Advertiser was home to a variety of ships marketed by a man named William Allan. Allan, offering the Borders over 20 different Leith ships between 1815 and 1830, was one of the most successful emigrant agents in the post-war period, scouring both the Highlands and Lowlands to obtain emigrants for ship-owners to fill their cargo holds.
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The Mail, a periodical much more popular with advertisers than its Berwick rival, had a similar story to tell. Between 1802 and 1816, the Mail offered no passage adverts from the Border ports. Instead, it occasionally offered information about the western port of Greenock. When peace ensued, and large scale advertising again began to appear, it was not Berwick, nor the Clyde, that captured the Mail's precious copy space. Like its rival, its most diligent and consistent advertiser was William Allan, joined now by half a dozen other Edinburgh shippers and agents. In fact, although it provided shipping intelligence for local ports, it only once displayed an advertisement for international passage from them; a single advert for an Eyemouth vessel in 1817. 36 If Border vessels did obtain passengers from the Borders, they did not rely on periodical endorsement to do so. Instead, those wishing to leave from the south-eastern counties of Scotland relied on the established long-distance routes from the urban centre to their north. 35 For Allan's highland exploits, see Harper, Adventurers & Exiles, p.122. 36 There were, however, several adverts for local or freight shipping along the east coast, especially to London and occasionally other European ports. The latter did allow a few passengers but cannot be classified as a international passenger vessel as defined for this study and was therefore not included in the discussion.
In the west too, the timber traders were early recepients of westward travellers. Yet, unlike Berwick, the shipping links between the Solway Firth and Pictou only strengthed with the ending of the war, and, according to Edward Cowan, nearly all the Border Scots emigrating westward went through these ports. 37 In the four most actively marketed years, Dumfries had nearly as many ships set sail as Leith, coming within three if all Solway ports are included (see Figure 5) . The remaining ships sailed from Dublin, Glasgow, and Cumbria, all of which had frequent water communication with the Solway Firth. As with The Mail and The Advertiser, the western papers attracted advertisers from near their own coastline.
With the east-west divide firmly established, the question becomes, who decided the ports, supply or demand? While the practicality of sailing from the same coast as your residence cannot be denied, it is likely that the answer lies in part with the accesibility of the editor. In 1808, James ship owners and agents with whom they would have somewhat regular communication. 40 Therefore, though they were somewhat agressive in their marketing to Border Scots, they do not seem to have gone far out of the way of their normal lines of communication to reach them.
Were any concessions made to these prospective migrants then? Was the demand for travel to British colonies from rural areas strong enough to obtain any extra consideration from the existing shippers? Did the passenger ships merely offer ballast space for would-be emigrants on their preestablished routes or did they take up new routes to accommodate a growing demand for commercial passenger traffic?
Supply or Demand
On the one hand, most of the advertisements in the Borders' provincial press were geared very specifically to passengers. 55% were specifically offering passage, 42% offered freight and passage, and 3% strictly advertised 'Passengers only'. Almost all boasted 'excellent accommodation 'being both 'very roomy [and a] full six feet high between decks.' Not only were the rooms newly fitted for passenger conveyance, including cabin passage, the crew was trained for such a service. Adverts included mentions of ship surgeons as well as indirect testimonials of customers. Notices also included settlement advice, or direction on how to obtain it, and prognoses on the Canadian job market:
The What is most important is that between 1800 and 1830, none of these papers offered solely freight services to international ports. The provincial press was often used as a trade journal and in port towns such as Dumfries we might be tempted to assume that a whole range of shipping activities would be advertised there. Up until the middle of the eighteenth century, the Scottish press had in fact relied on such trade advertising, but in the last quarter of the century the focus of advertising had moved firmly to consumer goods. 42 Even in the port communities along the Solway Firth, and especially in the east, there seemed to have been no financial reason to advertise freight services. It was the emigrants, not the cargo, that interested the advertisers.
One the other hand, the passages advertised in The Courier between 1815 and 1821 seem to indicate that these ships were remaining in their pre-established routes. 60% of the advertised sailings followed the timber laden Solway-Canadian route. 8% travelled around the Cape of Good
Hope from Leith, all in the years 1820-1, and 28% were to the major US ports. The US-bound ships were divided among the ports, half travelling from Dumfries, a third from Glasgow, and the rest split between Dublin and Leith. Of these, only the seven Dumfries-US sailings fall outside expected patterns. However, as they set sail at the height of the spirit, were from the larger timber shipping firms and would lose little time stopping over in New York on the way to the St Lawrence, these sailings fail to indicate any real shift away from the established timber trades routes. Broeze notes that the financial advantage to firms in the mid-nineteenth century was not primarily from the fares derived from the passage, but instead from the enriching of their trade routes by increasing commercial demand in the colonies. Not only would the original migration increase the colonial population, but it would also increase the rate in chain migration to these ports. As each of these settlers was a guarantee of roughly £10 a year it was well worth the effort and cargo space to increase their numbers. 44 His discussion focused on the period after 1830, but by 1820 Leith had already begun advertising passage to these under-peopled ports. However, unlike the large scale America, it cannot account for the passages to the United States that comprised over a quarter of advertisements in the eastern borders. It is therefore unlikely that the shippers saw future profits from consumerism as their main motivation, even if that was an eventual result. Instead, as with the earlier Berwick timber merchants, the demand for passage was seen as a useful way to fill ballast and unused cargo space.
So, for all the growing editorial hype over the fertile lands of Australia and Africa, and the financial encouragement to settle in British North America, the United States was still the destination of choice for a sizable majority of the passengers departing from the Borders. Even those taking ships to British North America were more likely than not to skip over the border at the first opportunity. 45 The shippers knew this and planned accordingly. Although both William Allan and Glaswegian agents gave some information about settlement in Canada, agents throughout the Borders seemed to know that their best chance at attracting passengers was to appeal to those heading further south. Larger ports could offer passage on their direct commercial lines to northern United States cities such as Boston, New York and Philadelphia. That these were just following existing commercial routes is illustrated by the rarity (only one concern) of passage to Virginia, whose commerce with Britain had rapidly declined after the American Revolutionary War and especially after 1812. 46 Smaller ports also tried to compete for US-bound passengers: Thomson provided ships for Philadelphia and John
Carruthers of Dumfries offered passage for Boston, drawing attention to the fact that 'There is seldom an opportunity from this port to the United States, and at so seasonable and convenient a time of the year.' 47 Others marketed with the hand they were dealt. Their timber trade obligations meant they would be travelling along the St Lawrence River, but several advertisements explained that 'as a ready and moderate conveyance is always to be got from St. John's into any Port of the 45 Johnston notes this in op cit. pp 25-6 and it seems to be easily confirmed by letters and advertisements presented in the Border newspapers. United States, it may be interesting to passengers who wish to go that way to embrace the present opportunity.' 48 When the British Government altered the Passenger Act and allowed a larger number of passengers per ton aboard Canadian-bound vessels, timber traders could further sweeten the deal by offering a reduction in fares.
The Scots who dreamt of foreign shores were not merely fare-paying ballast with no say in the service provided. The demand for travel to North America, and to a lesser extent to Africa and Australia, was a powerful force in first decades of the nineteenth century. That these ships were filled and even sometimes overbooked demonstrates that the borders offered sizable profits to those willing to convert their holds and cabin space. Furthermore, the often aggressive marketing between firms and shorelines meant that shippers were willing to fight over the finite number of unassisted migrants the south had to offer. Nonetheless, commercial language and freshly-installed bedding aside, the owners were not actively in the emigrant passage business, as they would not be until much later in the century. Neither their routes nor their circles of commerce changed greatly during the period. They seemed happy to accommodate and take advantage of the spirit but were not at all ready to submit fully to the demands of the emigrants over their established freight businesses.
The rise of passage advertising in the early nineteenth century was not, of course, restricted to the Borders of Scotland. By mid-century, Great Britain was teeming with provincial papers and advertisers, many with the same number of ship notices as the Mail and Courier, if not many more.
This study has shown the feasibility and advantage of examining these advertisements to gauge popular interest and, in conjunction with other statistical and qualitative sources, to gain a better understanding regional rates and paths of migration. Heretofore, historians have in many cases relied upon genealogical resources and shipping records to piece together the general movement 48 ibid. No. 388, 6 May 1817.
trends of the early nineteenth century. It is hoped that this method of commercial analysis will illuminate contemporary opinions about these paths-for example, which were deemed typical and which were considered risky-and better trace regional variations. Expanding this study to Scotland or Britain will assist the mapping of emigration in this under documented period, one before largescale assistance programmes and steam travel, where effective census taking was just beginning and where the movement of small groups and individuals makes quantitative analysis particularly difficult. 
